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Winning Image from the ICC Interclub Challenge  

Title - Concentric 

Author - Eddie Lim 

MPS hosted the Interclub Challenge on the 16th of August 2022, Eddie had the highest point score 
from our club with this wonderful image, he scored a very well deserved 19 points.  

Judge, Linda Fury, commented, “This is a beautiful image and well seen. The inclusion of the person 
in the image really adds interest. The image looks great in Mono”. 

  

Congratulations 
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PRESIDENT’S MESSAGE 
 

It has been a busy first month as President and I was 
slowed down by a bout of the current pandemic but 
there is lots more to do, so I will get on with it. Sadly, I 
missed the Interclub Challenge, but I was delighted to 
hear that we did come away with the award. Strangely 
each club who has hosted the event has come away in 
first place so perhaps we should offer to host it each 
year! I would like to thank our judge, Linda Fury for 
agreeing to take on the task, which came at a busy 
time for her as she had to judge over 900 images that 
week for three different competitions, so I am glad that 
she was able to do our competition justice with some 
great remarks. 

 
I would also like to thank everyone who had a hand in organising the event and made it the 
success that it was and to past President Peter Sherlock for once again stepping back into the 
big shoes to fill in for me even though he had already gotten used to running bare foot. Also, 
many thanks to our supporters Macarthur Camera House Narellan and Bunnings Narellan for 
providing us with some great lucky door prizes. I will be arranging a meeting with St George’s 
and Ingleburn’s presidents just to review the challenge now that all clubs have had a round of 
running the event and looking to see if there is any fine tuning that needs to be done so if you 
have any feedback of the night just let me know. 
 
Even though we did well at this competition we should not rest on our laurels, we need to keep 
looking at ways we can continue to learn and improve. Satisfaction doesn’t come from doing 
the same thing time and time again, it comes from moving forward and trying and mastering 
new creativity. The committee is working hard to organise a number of new initiatives to help 
you take some steps forward and we will let you know about these as soon as we can but, as 
always, the committee is keen to hear from any member about any ideas you may have as to 
what you would like to see the Society doing and providing for the members. 
 
Our last judge, Ben Kopilow and presenter, Sandra Dann are highly regarded in their fields of 
photography and have given us some brilliant insight and information in ways that photography 
can become more pleasing to the viewer. Take some time to experiment on an image with 
their thoughts in mind and see what you can achieve remembering to do it in a non-destructive 
way in post processing so you can always start over if you take a wrong turn in your 
experimentation. 
 
 
Neil Loomes 
President 
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COMPETITION MEETING 
September 

The competition meeting for SEPTEMBER is on Wednesday 14th September. It will be judged by Kylie 
Lyons and apart from the standard categories of colour prints, monochrome prints, digital colour 
and digital monochrome, the additional theme for the night is Creative Beach Photography. 

 

October 

The competition night for OCTOBER is on Wednesday the 12th, and the theme for the creative 
category is Vintage. Our judges for the night will be John and Leanne Alessi. 

 

     
Image source publicdomainpictures.net               Image source .pinterest.com.au  Image source skylum.com/ 

 

All digital entries need to be submitted to the Competition Secretary by the Friday before the 
meeting. For September this will be Friday 9th September along with your payment advice slip 
to the Treasurer. For the October competition, images will need to be submitted by Friday 7th 
October. 

 

Competition details will be distributed the week prior to the meeting. 
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PRESENTATION MEETING 
September 

This month’s presentation is Colin Talbot on Framing and Curating, Colin has 
presented to a small group of MPS members that visited him in Kangaroo Valley 
on a photo walk earlier this year, it will be good for everyone else to see how he 
prepares his images for exhibitions and competitions.  

 

 

 

October 

 
The Presentation for October is awesome Abstract by Mieke Boynton, Mieke has 
also presented for our club previously and is an award-winning photographer. 

                                     
Images by Mieke Boynton  
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INTERCLUB CHALLENGE 
MPS hosted the Interclub Challenge on the 16th of August at Camden Lakeside Golf Club, it was a 
very successful night and ran very smoothly, the door prizes were a hit (thanks to Bunnings and 
Camera House). It was great to catch up with different clubs and their members to see what other 
photographers are doing. The judge for the night was Linda Fury , she did a terrific job with her 
critiquing and gave out some good advice along the way. All the images were wonderful from all three 
clubs, some stood out more than others but still all great images none the less. We won the night and 
hold the trophy till next year , when St George will be the hosts. So, we all have time to start working 
on some images to enter and hopefully we can retain the trophy , so get working everyone. 
Congratulations to our members for the great work. 

                      Places and Point Score 
                                                           

 

 

First Place 

Macarthur Photographic Society 

477 Points 

                                                                      Second Place 

St George Leagues Club 

Photographic Society 

466 Points 

                                                                        Third Place 

Ingleburn Camera Club 

464 Points 
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INTERCLUB CHALLENGE 
 

Highest Individual Scores 

 

Author Title Score / 
20 

Club 

Robert Montgomery Cathedral Light 20 St George 

Vanessa Olsen Running Away 19 Ingleburn 

Eddie Lim Concentric 19 Macarthur 

Richard Li Waterlily 18 Ingleburn 

Leanne Alessi A Bug’s Life 18 Ingleburn 

Eileen Neville Yellow Beauty 18 Macarthur 

Kristina Took Under The Bridge 18 Macarthur 

Marianthi Karadoukis Curvy Building 18 St George 

Robert Rosee  

Competition Secretary 
 

 

 

 

 

INTRERCLUB IMAGES 
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All imImImages from The Interclub Challenge – MPS, IPC and St George members  
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FEATURED MEMBER  

 Heidi Bester   

 

Hello, I am Heidi Bester,       

I fell in love with Photography in 2015 with my first camera being a Fujifilm Finepix SL310 

My husband and I were residing in the USA at that time where I joined a local photography club in the 
little town of South Boston, Virginia. 

  

  
 

  
  
   
  
The chairman of the club was very helpful and taught me a lot about photography. In 2016 I bought 
my first DSLR Nikon D7100, which I still use today. My aim is to upgrade to a mirrorless Nikon Z50 

next year. The pics that you see with the date stamps are from the Fujifilm. When we came back to 

Australia in 2018 I joined the Macarthur Photographic Society. What I appreciate about this club is the 

friendliness, helpfullness and the social side of things There is always somebody to help with advice. 
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FEATURED MEMBER  
This year in January we went on holiday to South Africa and our first stop was the Kruger National 

Park game reserve where we stayed for 5 days. 

Our first night we slept at Shingwedzi, a quiet and peacful camp. 

Day two was Olifants (Elephants) camp, it is located high on a moutain and from the lookout you can 

see the Olifants river with a lot of animals in the river.   
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FEATURED MEMBER  

Day three was Tamboti Satelite tented camp. This camp is really beautiful and quiet with the roar of 
lions at night. Hyenas roaming to find food and elephants walking in the dry river bed close to the 
camp fence. There was an abundance of wildlife and birds in the dry river bed. This is most probably 
our favourite camp. 

 

 

 
 

 

 

Wildlife can often be found inside the fence. Like this kudu. Off course lions will be kept outside the 
fence. 
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FEATURED MEMBER  

Day four was Lower Sabie and our last night was Berg-en-Dal. 

The maximum speed in the Kruger park is 50km/h. This means driving between camps take a long 
time due to the speed limit and frequent stopping to admire the animals and take photos. 

This concludes or Kruger park visit. The park is a magnificent place to visit and the reason we always 
return.  

 

        

 

 

 

   

 

 
                                                                                                                                                                 All images by Heidi Bester 
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TIPS AND TRICKS 
Photography is all about capturing light. However, 

photography cannot occur in the absence of light. 

Showing off shadow and contrasting light and dark areas to 

create a wide range of tonality can add a lot to an image 

and bring about new opportunities for all those willing to 

delve into the darkness. Here are a few of the ways in which shadow can strengthen your images and 

how to best incorporate it into your photography. 

• Create a sense of depth. Few things can bring an object to life the way shadow can. Adding 

a sense of three-dimensionality, shadow can drastically shape your subjects depending on 

the direction of the light. 

 

• Cultivate something dramatic. Not all shadows are created equally. Pay close attention to 

the way shadows fall midday in comparison to dusk. Choosing the right type of light can be 

crucial when it comes to setting the feeling and mood behind an image. 

 

• Look for patterns. Under the right circumstances, shadows can create something 

spectacular out of an otherwise run of the mill subject or scene. Whether light creates crisp 

outlines of an ornate fence or dapples softly through a canopy of leaves, you’ll find that the 

patterns and textures brought out by the light can make a huge difference. 

 

• Convert object into shape. If all else fails, turn to the silhouette. Nearly anything can be 

backlit against a bright sky to simplify complex subjects into two dimensional figures shrouded 

in darkness. 

When you’re making your images, be sure to look at the full spectrum of tones. Light cannot shine 

without shadow, and vice versa. The trick to making a picture that truly shines is to frame scenarios in 

which the two coexist and interact in harmony. 

Information and image source hello@dailyphototips.com 
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TIPS AND TRICKS 
STEP BY STEP INSTRUCTIONS ON HOW TO TWIRL IN PHOTOSHOP  

1: Open any image in Photoshop 

2: With your background layer selected , go to filter-pixelate-mezzotint. Make sure your mode is set to 

medium lines then press ok 

3: With your background layer still selected go to filter-blur-radial blur, amount 100-blur method zoom, 

quality -best, then press ok  

4:Repeat step 3 as many times as you like , I usually like to run it 3 times  

5: Duplicate your background layer, keyboard shortcut CTRL J for pc CMD J for MAC, this will create 
a duplicate layer called layer- 1 right above your background layer 

6: Select your background layer. Go to filter-distort-twirl. In the angle number box, you want to put in a 

positive value number, Try 80 for now, press ok, you can always try different ones the more you 

experiment. 

7: Select layer-1above your background layer, go to filter-distort-twirl, In the angle number box, you 

want to put in a negative value number this time, Try -80 for now. 

8: With layer-1 selected, we want to change the blending mode of this layer. In your layers palette, 

right above layer-1 you will see the word normal, click on that and it will expand to a variety of 
choices. Depending on the colours and exposure in your image, will depend on which blending mode 

works best for you. Click through the various options until you find the one you like the best. I like 

darken , Multiply , lighten, exclusion and difference modes for twirl art, but choose what works best for 

you. 

9: Flatten your image. You can stop here or work on it some more. 

  

   

Images by Jenny Delaporte 
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INTERESTING FACTS 
Max Dupain 

A study in light and shadow: people on their way to work in the city - Australia Square, Sydney, 1966. 
Photo by Max Dupain 
 

 
Max Dupain was Australia's most respected and influential Black & White photographer of the 20th 
century. His images capture a long-gone era in which Australian society was vastly different from what 
it is now. With his documentary eye his images exude quality and demonstrate Dupain's mastership of 
light and form. 

Dupain was considered the pioneer of modernism in Australian photography, an approach that departed 
from the sentimentality of soft focused, nostalgic imagery to the simplified world of light contrasts, sharp 
focus, varying angles, and creative compositions. 

Information and image sourced from wikiwand.com  
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INTERESTING FACTS 
Trent Parke 

Magnum photographer Trent Parke (b. 1971) primarily works with street photography. In 2003, he 
travelled almost 90,000km around Australia with his wife and fellow photographer, Narelle Autio. The 
result was Minutes to Midnight, a collection of photos from the journey that offer a disturbing portrait of 
21st-century Australia, from the desiccated outback to the chaotic life in remote Aboriginal towns.  

In 2007, Parke embarked on The Black Rose Diaries, shown at the Art Gallery of South Australia in 
2015. The series started as Parke reflected on a night when, aged 12, he witnessed his mother’s 
death from an asthma attack. From that point on, the artist shut off all memories of his childhood, until 
he confronted the issues and began creating a body of work, comprising of photographs, letters, and 
texts. 

 

One of Trent’s haunting images 

Information and image sourced from culturetrip.com 
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INTERESTING FACTS 
The first underwater camera system was created in 1893. 
French scientist Louis Boutan first introduced the underwater camera in 1893. However, William 
Thompson had already taken the first underwater photo in 1856, nearly 40 years before the said feat.  
 
Louis Boutan develops a crude housing for a small “detective”-type camera and captures the first 
diving photograph using a surface-supplied hard hat. 
 
Boutan, a man of science, quickly realises the limitations of photographing in natural light at depth 
and pioneers the use of artificial light to capture underwater images. With assistance from the Arago 
Laboratories in Banyuls, France, he develops an underwater “strobe” consisting of an alcohol lamp in 
an oxygen-filled barrel over which a puff of magnesium is sent to trigger a flash. 

 

 

Diver Emil Racovitza photographed in 1899 by Louis Boutan at Observatoire Océanologique de Banyuls-sur-Mer, 

France (Wikimedia Commons) information and image sourced from www.uw360.asia 
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CALENDER 
WHAT’S COMING UP FOR MPS IN 2022 

 

SEPTEMBER 14 Competition Judge:  Kylie Lyons 

      Theme:  Creative Beach Photography 

 

   20 Dinner  Thankyou Dinner and Social Night 

 

   28 Presentation Presenter: Colin Talbot 

      Topic:  Framing and Curating 

 

 

OCTOBER  12 Competition Judge:  John and Leanne Alessi 

      Theme:  Vintage Image 

 

   26 Presentation Presenter: Mieke Boynton 

      Topic:  Awesome Abstract 

 

 

NOVEMBER  9 Competition Judge:  Mathew Vasilescu 

      Theme:  Night Scenes 

 

   26 Presentation Presenter: Ben Kopliow 

Topic: Refining your artistic vision with 
subtle, simple, and purposeful post-
production. 

 

TOP SHOT Entries due by 26th November 

 

 

DECEMBER  14 TOP SHOT Judge:  Sandra Dann 
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COMMITTEE MEMBERS 

 

MPS 2022-2023 COMMITTEE MEMBERS 

 

OFFICE BEARERS 

 

President Neil Loomes presidentmpsinc@gmail.com 
Treasurer Tony Law treasurermpsinc@gmail.com 
Secretary Neil Loomes secretarympsinc@gmail.com 
Vice President  David Williams vicepresidentmpsinc@gmail.com 

 

 

COMMITTEE MEMBERS 

 

Competition Secretary Christine Maidment competitionmpsinc@gmail.com 
Program Co-ordinator Eddie Lim programmpsinc@gmail.com 
Membership Liaison Officer Eileen Neville membershipmpsinc@gmail.com 
Newsletter Editor Jenny Delaporte newslettermpsinc@gmail.com 
Publicity and Social Media 
Officer David Williams  

Assistant Secretary Marie McLaurin assistantsecmpsinc@gmail.com 
Social Secretary Lynne Petterson socialmpsinc@gmail.com 

 

NON-COMMITTEE MEMBERS 

 

Competition Assistant Robert Rosee competitionmpsinc@gmail.com 
Competition Assistant Bruce Wallace competitionmpsinc@gmail.com 
Webmaster Neil Loomes webmastermpsinc@gmail.com 
Provisions Officer Lynn Forbes  
Club Photographer David Williams  
Tour Organiser Tour dependant  

 

 

 

   


